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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your company has a private cloud that contains a System Center 2012 Service Manager
instance. Service Manager has the Self-Service Portal installed. You create a service offering
that contains a single request offering. The service offering provides logged-on users with the
ability to add their user account automatically to a group named ServiceGroup1. The
company's security policy requires that an administrator named Admin1 must approve all
requests for group membership change. You need to configure the infrastructure to meet the
requirements of the company's security policy.
What should you modify?
A. the service request template
B. the request offering
C. the service offering
D. the Service Offering Category list
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
A systems administrator needs to retrieve specific fields from a csv file. Which of the following
tools would accomplish this task?
A. print
B. echo
C. sort
D. awk
Answer: D
Explanation:
Reference:
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/19602181/how-to-extract-one-column-of-a-csv-file

NEW QUESTION: 3
Twill is using the NotesDXLImporter class to import a text file containing the DXL for an IBM
LotusScript agent that she would like to use in her application. However, the agent is not
appearing after the import.
Why?
A. She needs to set the AgentImportOption property to something other than its default value.
B. She needs to set the CompileLotusScript property to something other than its default value.
C. She needs to set the DocumentImportOption property to something other than its default
value.
D. She needs to set the DesignImportOption property to something other than its default value.
Answer: D
Explanation:

Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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